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9. icemule classic cooler—large 
Designed to sling over your shoulder 
for hands-free carrying. Foolproof seal 
to keep ice in and air out. Features 
double-layer shell and insulating foam 
that will keep ice frozen for up to 24 
hours. Easily collapses when empty, for 
storage. Holds up to 18 cans plus ice. 
$59.95  |  shopgetoutdoors.com

10.  simple sheets
Developed to make changing the  
bed a breeze with a uniquely designed, 
two-piece fitted sheet. Set includes a 
top sheet, a base fitted sheet with a 
strip sheet that connects to the base 
fitted sheet by Velcro to allow for easy 
removal for washing. Drop a set of 
these off for your kids at college, and 
they’ll be so grateful, they’ll set up  
your next tailgate for you!  
$59.99  |  simple-sheets.com

11. smackhat
Tailgate with pride sporting a standard  
youth-sized NFL or NCAA team helmet.  
Attaches to vehicle with rubber-coated 
magnets to prevent scratching and 
stays secure driving at up to 65 mph in 
15 mph winds. $95  |  smackhat.com

12. zipbuDs pro mic earbuDs
Made with an exclusive zipper design, 
these high-quality ear buds prevent 
cord tangles by mimicking the up and 
down action of a zipper. Smart micro-
phone and remote functions lets you 
adjust volume, answer calls, press play, 
pause and skip songs. Compatible  
with most media devices that accept 
traditional 3.5mm headphone input. 
$39.99  |  zipbuds.com

13. soft-siDeD conDiment bottles
Transport winning sauces and condiments  
in these compact, color-coded containers.  
Made with multi-layer, BPA-Free 
laminate and has rewritable date bar 

on front and back of the container for 
recording contents and fill date. Set  
includes four two-ounce flip-top 
squeeze lids and tethered twist-off 
tops. $11.95  |  basegear.com

14. slotDog
Press the utensil evenly to score both 
sides of the hot dog and toss on the grill.  
Slots cook dogs evenly and quickly, 
creating a juicy and tender dog while 
providing condiment-gripping grooves. 
Dishwasher safe. $14.99  |  bbqs.com

8. versa-brella
Heavy-duty universal clamp connects 
the umbrella to most surfaces, like 
coolers, canopies or chairs. Provides a 
360-degree swivel for shifting with the 
sun, and the UPF 50+ lining provides  
maximum sun protection in any  
environment. Folds down for compact 
transportation in matching carry bag. 
$23.95  |  sport-brella.com
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